
Moving as one?

Collective steps in molecular motor assemblies
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Cells sense the rigidity of their environment through local pinching – just as you would
do with your finger and thumb when you want to know if something is soft or rough.
Such rigidity sensing is perturbed in most cancer cells, which spread and grow on soft
environment – while normal cell would not.

Healthy cells rely on myosin II motor assemblies – which contract over bundles of poly-
mers called actin – to pinch their environment. Recent high resolution experiments per-
formed on such myosin assemblies are challenging the current understanding of molecular
motor force generation [1]. These experiments show that:
(1) myosin II motors are surprisingly efficient, exerting forces an order of magnitude
larger than the commonly accepted 3pN/motor value obtained through in vitro experi-
ments, and
(2) that the actomyosin contractions occur through 2.5nm steps, which correspond to
half of the actin period (5nm).

By developing a new look on a molecular motor toy model, called two-state model [2], we
show that we can explain both experimental observations. In particular, we explain why
efficient motors necessarily contract in a step-wise fashion, with 2.5nm steps, while weak
motors do not exhibit such steps - thus rationalizing the specificity of motor contractions
implied in rigidity-sensing compared to previous in vitro observations.
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